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Interview with Jan Parciak, Director and Owner of PAGOK-Meble

Polish expertise in furniture
production
Solid wood furniture is not only very durable; it also stands out thanks to its timeless beauty
and elegance. PAGOK-Meble in Węgorzyno, Poland, specializes in the production of furniture
from solid wood, hard wood and real-wood veneers including domestic and exotic varieties.
To serve the varied demands of its clients, the Polish enterprise also uses other kinds of materials such as MDF, plywood and melamine. Focussing on high-quality products that meet its
clients’ most demanding expectations, the company serves the home furniture, hotel furniture, furniture for ships and medical homecare sectors.

When Jan Parciak, the present

lent reputation that reached far be-

owner, founded the company

yond its domestic market. Starting

in 1988, he had gathered sub-

with furniture for the private home,

stantial experience in a state-

the scope of production expanded

owned company. The political

continuously to include the home-

liberalization of Poland gave him

care medical sector, hotel furniture

the opportunity to realize his

and eventually special furniture for

own ideas and concepts. Soon

ships. Today PAGOK-Meble is well

PAGOK-Meble gained an excel-

established in international busi-

A new, fresh look in a modern, creative design: selection of cabinets
from the Talukko furniture range, ideal for the creation of a modern
living environment
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PAGOK-Meble

Południowa 2
73-155 Węgorzyno
Poland
 +48 91 3970200
 +48 91 3970206
 pagok@pagok-meble.pl
 www.pagok-meble.pl
 http://talukko.com

The RTV cabinet from the brand Talukko

ness with up to 140 employees at

pliers, including CNC processing

and plans of our customers,”

decks. Needless to say, this kind of

peak season and exports account-

centers, numerically controlled

explains Mr. Parciak. “Still, we

furniture meets the particular qual-

ing for a phenomenal 95% of all

wide-belt grinding machines and

discuss and optimize these plans

ity and fire safety requirements of

sales. The company’s high-quality

fully automated staining and var-

if possible. We normally produce

the demanding marine environ-

furniture is produced on behalf of

nishing lines. Although technology

anywhere from several dozen to

ment. “Real wood is a complicated

customers in Germany, Sweden,

is a powerful success factor, it

several hundred units in one series

product that may present prob-

Portugal, Norway and France.

could not exist without skilled peo-

and deliver them to the customer

lems during the manufacturing

“We have numerous long-standing

ple who know how to use it to its

for further distribution.” For hotels,

process that may not be visible be-

business relations,” points out Jan

best advantage. “We can depend

apartments and resorts, PAGOK-

fore,” points out Mr. Parciak. “It is

Parciak, Director and Owner. “The

on our competent and committed

Meble produces room furniture,

our specialist know-how combined

customers who placed their orders

staff, many of whom have been

reception furniture, tables and

with the latest production technol-

with us right at the beginning have

part of the team for years,” con-

whatever else may be required,

ogy that accounts for our success

continued to do so to this day.”

firms Mr. Parciak. “Our long-term

taking the hotel’s characteristics

in furniture manufacturing. Build-

export experience and knowledge

and customers’ requirements into

ing on our close and long-term

Poland ranks among the leading

of corresponding requirements is

account. Like in the home furni-

cooperation with clients, we trust

exporters of furniture in the world,

another asset that recommends us

ture sector, PAGOK-Meble is able

this success to continue.” The new

and PAGOK-Meble is among the

as a partner for furniture produc-

to adapt to many different styles

furniture brand Talukko, produced

finest representatives of the Polish

tion. Last but not least, we offer

and designs by using different ma-

by PAGOK-Meble, demonstrates

furniture industry. The company

high quality at realistic prices.”

terials and finishes. The homecare

the company’s exceptional design

medical range includes wooden

and manufacturing experience yet

has successfully completed the
orders of foreign and Polish cus-

For the private home sector,

components for beds, bedside

again. Talukko has succeeded in

tomers for almost 30 years now,

PAGOK-Meble produces a diverse

cabinets, wardrobes, cosmetic ta-

creating furniture in a new, fresh

implementing new methods of pro-

range of cabinet furniture for liv-

bles and bedside tables that meet

look and original, modern design.

duction technology and innovative

ing rooms, bedrooms and dining

the high quality and safety stand-

The RTV cabinet from the Koobik

product solutions in the process.

rooms, for example chests of draw-

ards of furniture for medical usage.

collection has already been nomi-

Today PAGOK-Meble uses a variety

ers, bookcases, cupboards, beds,

Furniture for ships is customized

nated for the Top Design Awards

of high-quality and high-perfor-

dining tables, wardrobes, RTV

to the individual needs on board

2017 and will certainly attract par-

mance woodworking machinery

cabinets, showcases and others.

and designed for crew cabins, day-

ticular interest at the international

and tools from prestigious sup-

“Generally we realize the concepts

rooms, meeting rooms and bridge

furniture fairs.
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Interview with Oliver Bialowons, CEO of hülsta-Werke Hüls GmbH & Co. KG

ANZEIGE
Rubrik

Home is where hülsta is
Defining innovation. Excellent craftsmanship. Sleek durability. These are phrases that easily
describe hülsta, a premium-quality furniture manufacturer based in the northern German
city of Stadtlohn. Founded in 1940, hülsta turned its humble origins as a carpentry business into a modern production plant that provides its customers with
attractive, creative solutions for living and sleeping. hülsta draws upon a variety of sources for inspiration to maintain the highest of standards, consistently
deliver fresh ideas to its customers and uphold a reputation that is synonymous
with superiority.
The challenge and reward of find-

The brand distinguishes us – the

stagnation in 2014, however, Mr.

in company focus. Several key

ing the best mix of design, function

others are not brands,” CEO Oliver

Bialowons joined the company and

changes were implemented which

and value are what drive furniture

Bialowons confidently states.

gave it a much-needed facelift.

improved the firm’s value chain,

“My expertise lies primariIy in re-

including process optimization

manufacturer hülsta to give its
customers the very best time and

During hülsta’s transformation

structuring struggling companies,”

and cost reduction. Additionally,

time again. Through continual in-

from a small business into a larger

Mr. Bialowons explains. “The

Mr. Bialowons no longer wanted to

novation and some organizational

production facility, it had relied

challenge of turning their fortunes

rely on the old growth strategy. “I

revamping, hülsta has made a

on the traditional virtues that

around is what pushes me.” Mr.

wanted to establish the brand in a

name for itself that is repeatedly

characterize German mid-sized

Bialowons saw an opportunity to

completely different way,” explains

associated with innovation and

companies. Quality, innovation and

propel hülsta to the next level, and

the CEO. “Not wanting to push

high quality. “When it has to do

delivery reliability had proven to be

so with a new CEO came a shift

the envelope and potentially risk

with furniture, we are one of the

the ideal recipe for success. When

essential and best-known brands.

hülsta was experiencing some

The Madera living room series features slim, yet durable maple, oak or walnut designs with glass units
to complete the look

The Gentis line
effortlessly juxtaposes a sleek, elegant finish with
natural wood

EUROPEAN
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jeopardizing the company’s future

changing trends. Flexibility and

again, we decided to concentrate

adaptability are of the utmost im-

on retaining customer interest by

portance at hülsta. “It is change

preserving a certain level of scarci-

management in its purest form,”

ty.” This shift in direction paid off,

the CEO underlines. Target mar-

and hülsta has since experienced

kets can change subtly over time.

steady financial growth.

Furniture manufacturers must also
adapt to the mass market by con-

hülsta-werke Hüls GmbH & Co. KG
Karl-Hüls-Strasse 1
48703 Stadtlohn
Germany

 +49 2563 860
 +49 2563 861417
 info@hulsta.com
 www.hulsta.com

One way hülsta maintains its

tending with price pressure. These

competitive edge is by innovation

are challenges that Mr. Bialowons

through internationalization. “A

gladly takes on, though, pointing

ues transparent relationships and

well as further abroad in Japan,

combination of international trade

out, “the many different aspects,

makes sure that he is accessible to

Australia and the Middle East.

fairs and idea exchanges with in-

such as the people, marketing and

everyone in his company.

Unique pieces such as the Birdy

ternationally esteemed designers

finance, are like putting the pieces

provides us with a totally different

of a puzzle together.”

vantage point,” notes Mr. Bialow-

illustrate precisely how hülsta perChallenges are always present, but

fectly blends form and function. As

staying ahead of the competition

for what lies ahead, Mr. Bialowons

ons. “hülsta makes an effort to find

Admittedly, completing the puzzle

is certainly easier when you make

continues to pursue his vision for

unconventional sources of crea-

is a group effort, and Mr. Bialow-

a great product, and hülsta does

the company by designing prod-

tivity by searching for those with

ons is fully aware of that. He has

exactly that. Solid workmanship,

ucts that are of the high-

diverse backgrounds, for example,

instituted an open door policy,

durability, and a luxurious, innova-

est caliber and valued

designers in the fashion industry,”

which encourages free discussion

tive feel differentiate hülsta pieces

by the client, re-

he adds.

between the management and

from the rest – and the world is

maining optimistic

employees. It is not an uncommon

taking note. Half of the company’s

that “these

By staying connected to key play-

sight to catch Mr. Bialowons walk-

sales are from international clients,

products

ers in the industry, Mr. Bialowons

ing through the office wearing a

including those based in Switzer-

will ultimately

continually receives insights about

polo shirt and jeans. The CEO val-

land and the United Kingdom, as

have a central
place in soci-

The Madera bedroom collection offers sophisticated,
clean lines with gorgeous accents

ety.”
Beautiful maple and oak are transformed into multifunctional elements
in the now! spin collection

www.european-business.com
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Interview with Stefan Jaecker, CEO of Daiwa Corporate Advisory GmbH (DC Advisory)

Get the right advice

CEO Stefan Jaecker stresses that
German-Asian deals have increased

The world of finance, involving company mergers and acquisitions, is
hard to understand for outsiders. However, it is a fascinating world
governed by expertise, know-how and a great deal of tact, diplomacy
and genuine intuition. As every transaction is unique, it requires an
experienced partner like Frankfurt-based DC Advisory, a subsidiary of
Daiwa Securities, who provides the best advice in even the most difficult mergers and acquisitions.

DC Advisory (DC) has been a mid-

subsidiary also reports to him. DC

excellent new staff and has found

For DC, the focus on the mid-mar-

market corporate finance adviser

Germany employs a workforce of

an ideal balance between private

ket results in transactions ranging

for 25 years in Germany; however,

30 people, among them 24 finan-

equity and corporate clients on a

from 50 to 500 million EUR. In Eu-

as a result of changing proprietor-

cial professionals.

European basis.

rope alone, DC completes around

ships and mergers, it can look

100 transactions per year with a

back on a slightly shorter presence

Following the acquisition, DC in

“We are still very much a corpo-

size ranging from 100 to 150 mil-

in the European market.

Frankfurt has been able to inten-

rate finance adviser with a strong

lion EUR per deal.

sify its cooperation with the Japa-

orientation towards mid-sized com-

The year 2009 marked a decisive

nese parent company, resulting

panies. Many primary deals involve

Due to low interest rates in the EU,

development in the company’s ris-

in a growing number of German-

family companies that aim to put

activity in corporate acquisitions

ing position as an expert for cross-

Japanese deals. The German

their corporate succession on a

has been on the increase for some

border transactions when Daiwa

subsidiary has brought on board

sound basis,” says Mr. Jaecker.

time, and in particular the German

became its new owner. “Our setup
was pan-European, but now we
have added an Asian element, thus
expanding our scope of activities.
The acquisition by Daiwa in 2009
was important for us. There are
many players in the M&A market
focusing on the mid-market, mostly
with an English or American background,” says CEO Stefan Jaecker.
“However, we are unique, as we
can also cover the Asian markets.”
The Frankfurt-based subsidiary
of the Daiwa Group shows both
a European and a global orientation. Mr. Jaecker is the CEO for the
entire DACH region, and the Polish
EUROPEAN
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Thanks to its international team orientation, with over 450 corporate finance professionals,
DC Advisory is able to offer global solutions to local customers
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Daiwa Corporate Advisory GmbH
Neue Mainzer Strasse 1
60311 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
 +49 69 9720040
 +49 69 97200415
 info@dcadvisory.com
 www.dcadvisory.com

market has been experiencing a

es, business and support services,

keen interest in domestic company

technology, energy, renewable

acquisitions and mergers. DC’s ex-

energy, infrastructure, retail and

perience in this market, its exper-

consumer goods, health care as

tise in special sectors and sound

well as chemicals and media. “Our

judgment on possible acquisitions

sector teams cooperate very effec-

are valuable assets for its custom-

tively. Due to our European/Asian

ers. “Our core focus is on M&A

background, we are in a position

products with regard to advice,

to provide a global offering to mid-

sales and privatization of compa-

sized industries in Europe. Our

nies, as well as on financial advice,

global standing is a strong differen-

including restructuring advice and

tiating factor that adds value to our

LBO financing,” points out Mr. Jae-

M&A and debt advisory services,”

cker. “Last year, we were extremely

stresses Mr. Jaecker.

EUROPEAN food blends the flavours of the world
with carefully crafted B2B marketing. Our print
magazine has been a vital part of the Anuga
for 10 years. This year we are expanding our
activities to include opportunities through our
website european-food.com, digital editions
(ePaper), food newsletter and product
presentations. We help your company to be a
part of the exhibition and enjoy the attention
of its international visitors – even if you are not
represented with a stand at the Anuga 2017.

successful with Daniel Gebler in
LBO financing and Frank Jung in

As an international group and as

restructuring advice.”

a German player, DC is eager to
maintain and even expand

The finance adviser’s key markets

its unique position in the M&A

are industry and industrial servic-

mid-market.

www.european-business.com
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Interview with Denis Meunier, Commercial Director Industry at LEROUX & LOTZ Technologies SAS

Powering a sustainable future
Power generation in a post-nuclear and post-fossil fuel age is one of the key challenges facing the world. Climate change and geopolitical tensions are forcing an increase in investment
in alternatives. While wind and solar power offer the most environmentally sustainable option, they cannot meet demand fully. There will always be a need for fuel-based heat and
power generation. The sustainable options here include waste-to-energy units and biomass
plants. In a market leaning ever further towards renewable fuel sources, energy utilities are
turning increasingly to companies like Leroux & Lotz Technologies SAS in France.

LEROUX & LOTZ is a special-

recovery from a wide range of

gasification systems are fuelled

This is where the company’s re-

ist manufacturer of boilers and

solid fuels and focus on ecological

with biomass and solid waste.”

search and development efforts

industrial equipment for the heat

and economical power genera-

Both are renewable resources that

are bearing fruit. “We are taking

and power generation sector. The

tion.”

are regarded as being carbon neu-

the lead today to invent and imple-

company designs and produces

tral unlike fossil fuels such as coal

ment tomorrow’s solutions so that

industrial boilers for the genera-

As such, LEROUX & LOTZ has its

and gas. “The company slogan is

the energy transition can be made

tion of electricity. It is a leader in

finger firmly on the pulse of the

‘imagination in energy’ and it was

a reality,” says Mr. Meunier. “LER-

the field of biomass boilers, one of

times. Renewable energy genera-

chosen to reflect our approach to

OUX & LOTZ invests 4% of its an-

the leading renewable sources of

tion is a priority both for national

the challenges facing the energy

nual turnover in research and de-

alternative energy. “We offer two

governments and industrial con-

sector,” says Mr. Meunier. “The

velopment programmes to ensure

types of heat and power solutions;

cerns. “We have successfully

economical and environmental

it can continue to offer its custom-

combustion systems and gasifica-

installed over 200 heat and power

cost of conventional fuels is be-

ers high performance products

tion systems,” says Commercial

boilers ranging in output from 1

coming too high to be sustainable,

with added value.” A recent exam-

Director Industry Denis Meunier.

MW to 150 MW heat energy,” says

which is why a new approach is

ple of the results of this investment

“We can supply boilers for energy

Mr. Meunier. “Our combustion and

required.”

is the development of a turnkey

Construction of a new cogeneration biomass plant in Rochefort

EUROPEAN
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Turnkey unit for the production of lubricants
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Innov’Energy:
R&D pilot
scale facility
installed on
Nantes site

LEROUX & LOTZ offers a host of tailor made solutions for the oil and gas industries
including production of lubricants and greases

unit for the treatment of liquid

turnkey modular equipment and

which are responsible for their own

“However, the focus of the Heat

organic waste. Its advantages in-

complex mechanical systems for

waste disposal,” says Mr. Meunier.

and Power activity remains firmly

clude the elimination of the need

the environment or oil and gas

“In the field of co-generation plants

on Europe where besides France,

to dry waste before treatment,

industries. As well as developing

and biomass we are also targeting

the key markets are Spain, Italy,

thereby lowering energy consump-

innovative solutions for alternative

the major energy utilities as well as

Poland and the UK.” There is a

tion. The unit also produces no

energies, it also supplies equip-

industrial facilities. In the industrial

lot of competition and the public

flames, NOx, SOx, dioxins, furans

ment and services for the nuclear

sector we offer tailored solutions

spending policies of the last few

or fine particles. The company

industry, which still delivers the

from conception to turnkey imple-

years have had a major effect on

has also developed a turnkey unit

majority of France’s energy.

mentation.”

new investment. “We will continue

for CO2 capture for which LLT

to focus on innovative solutions

has been elected winner of the

LEROUX & LOTZ’s customers are

Exports account for between 30

that will help us form a sustainable

Trophy of Public Research Energy-

the major energy suppliers as well

and 40% of sales. “Through our

energy supply in the future,” says

Environment-Climate 2015. Devel-

as municipal waste disposal facili-

industry products we are active in

Mr. Meunier in conclusion.

oped for the industrial sector it is

ties. “We also supply our boilers

Asia, Africa and the Middle East as

designed to isolate CO2 from flue

to public bodies such as hospitals

well as Russia,” says Mr. Meunier.

gases emitted by industrial boilers
in order to reduce CO2 emissions.
The proposed technology uses a
membrane separator to reduce the
boiler’s carbon footprint. Another
environmental project is the installation of its own gasification unit on
its site of Nantes, a research pilot

LEROUX & LOTZ Technologies SAS

project unique in Europe.

10, rue des Usines
44100 Nantes
France

Around two thirds of LEROUX &
LOTZ’s annual turnover is gen-

 +33 2 40959697
 +33 2 40581157

activities. The remaining third is
generated by its industry products,
which focus on the delivery of

11 www.european-business.com

Unit for CO2 capture can help reduce the
carbon footprint of industrial boilers

 contact@lerouxlotz.com
 www.lerouxlotz.com
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Interview with Gerd Rosendahl, CEO of CIMOS d.d.

Highly sophisticated
components for Europe’s cars

In addition to its four production plants in Slovenia, CIMOS operates sites in Croatia, Bosnia and Serbia

The automotive industry is still considered the driving force of the European economy, with
leading car manufacturers realizing continuous growth. As a consequence, suppliers of mechanical components and modules are also experiencing strong demand and sound sales volumes. CIMOS d.d. in Slovenia is one of the names closely related to the strong automotive
industry, as the group and its subsidiaries supply turbo, powertrain and kinematics solutions
to the main automotive producers like Ford, Volvo, PSA, BMW, Audi and VW, and their suppliers Honeywell, Bosch Mahle Turbo Systems, BorgWarner Turbo Systems and TRW.
CIMOS can draw on more than 40

manufacturing before joining forces

for the prestigious first division club

Rosendahl studied engineering and

years in the automotive business.

with CIMOS. Mr. Rosendahl is a

VFL Gummersbach. He even won

started working in the automotive

The company’s history started with

familiar face in car manufacturing,

the world championship with the

business in 1983. “After having dif-

close cooperation with Citroën, for

but decades ago he was a highly

German national team. After hav-

ferent top management responsibili-

which it manufactured components

successful handball player, playing

ing finished his sports career, Mr.

ties in Europe, working more than

and even assembled complete auto-

two years as a Managing Director

mobiles. 1972 marked an important

in the USA, it was quite a challenge

milestone in the company’s history,

to take on a position with CIMOS,

as a restructuring process resulted

but during 2015 and 2016 here,

in a new company that was to focus

we were able to implement a suc-

on manufacturing and exporting

cessful restructuring that became

automotive components, car as-

necessary after the crisis of the

semblies and sub-assemblies. “Car

years before,” says Mr. Rosendahl.

manufacturing stopped and gave

“We had to adjust the number

way to three new divisions: turbo,

of employees, reduce plants and

powertrain and kinematics,” points

overall costs, but we have managed

out CEO Gerd Rosendahl, who can
look back on many years in car
EUROPEAN

business

CIMOS’s parts are incorporated in almost every car engine of leading European
manufacturers

the process successfully and have
gained momentum ever since.” To-

www.european-business.com 12

CIMOS d.d.

C. Marežganskega upora 2
6000 Koper
Slovenia
 +386 566 58100
 +386 566 58250
CIMOS is a leading European provider of mechanical components and modules for the car industry, focusing on turbo, powertrain and kinematics solutions

 info@cimos.eu
 www.cimos.eu

day, CIMOS employs 4,000 staff at

CIMOS supplies turbo-compressor

level in road traffic,” points out Mr.

with our

its Slovenian production plants and

housings, back plates, turbine

Rosendahl.

customers, we

additional production sites in Croa-

housings, central housings and noz-

tia, Bosnia and Serbia. “We have

zles. Its powertrain unit generates

Every year, CIMOS produces 40 mil-

we translate into products. The

to deal with different mentalities. In

another 30% of turnover. “Our inno-

lion different components with an

customer appreciates our proactive

addition to our production sites in

vations aim to cut down CO2 emis-

excellent quality rate. “Even if our

approach,” says Mr. Rosendahl. In

Eastern Europe, we operate sales

sions. We realize this ambitious goal

production is located in different

the coming years,

companies in Germany and France.

by bringing solutions to the market

countries, we guarantee the high-

CIMOS aims to strengthen its fore-

R&D is mainly located at our Koper

that excel in lower-weight materials,

est quality standards,” stresses Mr.

front market position in Europe

headquarters in Slovenia,” says Mr.

lower friction between components

Rosendahl. “Low labor costs are an

and beyond. It will become part of

Rosendahl.

and materials with improved ther-

additional advantage. We provide all

Palladio Automotive in Italy, which

mal characteristics,” explains Mr.

the necessary technology solutions

will result in future expansion. CI-

Turbo is CIMOS’s largest busi-

Rosendahl. The third division within

to produce highly sophisticated

MOS will establish itself as one of

ness unit, accounting for 50% of

the group focuses on kinematics,

products, which gives us a competi-

the leading names especially in the

the turnover, which amounted to

contributing to increased safety lev-

tive edge over competitors who only

turbo and powertrain business.

265 million EUR in 2016. “In car

els for both passenger and pedes-

offer one aspect of our complex

engines of most leading manufac-

trian. “We supply brake systems,

products.” CIMOS has worked hard

tures, you will find our turbo-related

handbrake levers and hinges that

to offer solutions in close coopera-

parts,” adds Mr. Rosendahl.

all help to provide a higher safety

tion with the customer. “Together

13 www.european-business.com
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CIMOS uses the latest state-of-the-art machinery to meet the high quality standards
of European car manufacturing

develop ideas which

Interview with Thierry Naidu, Director Hostellerie Du Chateau De La Chèvre D’Or, S.A.

Heaven is a village in France
If you have ever been to the south of France, you know it is more than special. A breathtaking landscape, inviting beaches, picturesque towns, and wine and food so close to the
source that your taste buds take you to a different dimension. No wonder that people fall in
love with the location. And what started out as a holiday destination for European royalty,
has been a vacation spot for Hollywood stars and producers, entrepreneurs, and artists for
decades now. One of the favourite luxury retreats of this international clientele: The Chèvre
D’Or, situated right over the Mediterranean sea, embedded in the heavenly village of Eze.
In fact it was Walt Disney himself
who saw the potential of a unique
hotel in this prime location. “We
have hosted a great number of
celebrities here. The Chèvre D’Or
started out as a restaurant in the
1950s. And Disney fell so in love
with the spot, that he stayed for
weeks – and finally convinced
the original restaurant owner to
open up a hotel as well,” recalls

Every room at Chèvre D’Or is unique and offers different
styles – from colourful...

... to white and beige interior design – guests at the hotel
like to have a choice

Thierry Naidu, Director of Hostel-

a number of luxury resorts in the

hospitality consulting company

Imagine you are enjoying one of

lerie Du Chateau De La Chèvre

south of France, the Chèvre D’Or

“Phoenix” located in the hotel

our garden jacuzzis and want a

D’Or. And while there are certainly

is unique. “We are literally a luxury

grounds which helps him bring in

drink brought to you. We want our

village. Our hotel includes a third

fresh ideas for the management of

guests to have the option to call for

of the medieval houses of Eze. We

Chèvre D’Or as a luxury resort.

service wherever they are on our

have a garden that extends over

One such idea is bringing 21st

grounds,” explains Mr. Naidu.

100,000m2.

century technology to his hospitali-

Beautiful citrus trees

and flowers welcome our guests

ty enterprise. Digital transformation

But Chèvre D’Or also stayed close

upon arrival. Panoramic views,

to Thierry Naidu is indeed compat-

to its roots in some areas, especial-

sculptures, hidden jacuzzis, ter-

ible with the magic, relaxing place

ly when it comes to culinary and

races, and our outdoor pool com-

he manages as director. In fact, he

food experiences: Four restaurants

plement this concept. It is indeed a

makes it part of it. “We have devel-

are part of the hotel, le Café Jardin

heavenly place – and a very relax-

oped what we call a virtual concert.

right by the pool, the terrace res-

ing one,” explains Mr. Naidu.

Our guests can download our

taurant Les Remparts for unique

Thierry Naidu is very passion-

hotel application that offers them

Mediterranean lunches, and Eden

ate about the Chèvre D’Or. He

a special Chèvre D’Or music pro-

has been hotel director for over

gram. They can also use this app

25 years and opened his own

to access our services for instance.

Thierry Naidu, Director
EUROPEAN
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Hostellerie Du Chateau De La Chèvre D’Or, S.A.
Rue du Barri
06360 Eze Village
France

for pleasurable dining experiences.

demand and aim for even higher

Finally for lunch or Dinner, La

goals.”

Chevre D’Or that has indeed been

 +33 4 92106666
 +33 4 93410672
 reservation@chevredor.com
 www.chevredor.com

crowned Michelin stars. “We have

Chèvre D’Or caters to an interna-

two Michelin stars right now. And a

tional clientele that appreciates

new, dynamic chef joined our team

that Thierry Naidu sees his role

rate of guests “Our guests share

The Chèvre D’Or is a unique re-

last year. He is very ambitious and

as director almost as a calling.

their experience with us via our

sort in many respects. A medieval

pushing us towards a third star, no

Amongst the many Americans,

app. And we take this feedback

theatre in possibly the best Medi-

doubt about it,” says Mr. Naidu.

Europeans and Asians that come

very seriously. Our winter break

terranean location. With luxury ser-

“We have a lot of people coming

as guests, many have made their

gives us time to reflect on the

vice and 21st century technology.

in from the rest of the Riviera,

stay at the hotel a regular experi-

feedback and, if necessary, bring

So heaven is indeed a village in

Monaco for instance, just to dine

ence. Again, it is digital technology

about changes or improvements,”

France. Or a hotel, for that matter.

with us. So we need to go with the

that plays a key role in the return

explains Mr. Naidu.

15 www.european-business.com

Spacious luxury bathrooms offer a retreat after the beach
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Eze Village offers breathtaking views
of the French Riviera

Interview with Pierre Loustric, President of Scentys

Creating a signature scent
Pictures, music, good food and interesting textures have long been around to appeal to the
senses. Sensory satisfaction is even easier to achieve when combined with the technology of
virtual reality. Now it is the turn of the sense of smell. Scents have always been linked to a
feeling of well-being and relaxation. Through unique technical innovation, Scentys, based in
Paris, has made it possible not only to distribute aroma to create a feel-good factor, but also
to use perfume as a marketing tool; companies can now create a corporate identity based on
a signature scent which customers instantly recognize.
industry, Peugeot is a key client.
The technology has been incorporated into the new 3008 and 5008
models; drivers have a choice of
three different fragrances, one of
which is unique to Peugeot and is
also used in the company’s showrooms. Via the i-cockpit the driver
can select the aroma and its intensity. The diffusers have also found
a niche in public transport where
they are in use in aircraft and
The Prysm is designed for home use and is
easy to move from room to room

Fragrance is supplied through unique 1 mm pearls, an innovative design which has been patented by Scentys

trains. Producers of luxury products such as perfumes, jewellery

Founding Scentys in 2004, engi-

tured in capsules. The duo went

scenarios and replicate nature.

and watches also number among

neers Clément Jeanjean and David

on to develop a screen which com-

Perfumes can also be created on

Scentys’s clients. “Our apparatus

Suissa developed a brand new

bines scent with videos; viewers

an individual basis if required. “It

can diffuse branded perfumes

technology based on the diffusion

are not only able to see pictures,

is like a company logo,” says the

in the clients’ stores,” notes Mr.

concept, which enables fragrance

they can experience the respective

President. “We even have a word

Loustric. “They also use the video

to be distributed throughout a

aroma. “That particular innovation

for it: Logolf. It is a fragrant signal

and aroma screens as marketing

room. “They wanted to combine

was originally developed for Chris-

which has a strong recognition fac-

devices.” Retail is not the only

cold technology with the warm

tian Dior,” points out Mr. Loustric.

tor, like a corporate identity.”

market segment that uses the in-

emotion of scent,” explains Presi-

Today Scentys not only produces

dent Pierre Loustric. “They created

electric and battery-operated dif-

Scentys has found its market in a

of hotels and restaurants have

diffusers which can emit perfume

fusers but, through a cooperation

range of different sectors. Large

discovered the benefits of enhanc-

with well-known French ‘nose’

stores and shopping malls use

ing customers’ sensory experience.

Antoine Lie, has also created a

the diffusers very effectively over

Even the health sector recognizes

space.” The smell itself is captured

collection of 25 fragrances which

huge areas to create a pleasant

the calming effect of fragrance; dif-

in small pearls which are only 1

reflect the ambience of building

and distinguishable ambience for

fusers are used in mammography

mm in diameter which are cap-

styles, evoke thoughts of particular

their customers. In the automotive

units for example, where the more

around a 35

m2

room and, equally

effectively, across a 10,000

EUROPEAN
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novative diffuser. A huge number
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Scentys

35 Boulevard des Capucines
75002 Paris
France

• Get to know leading heads in economy
and politics
• Exclusive interviews
• More than 1,000 Business Profiles
• Specials on industries and
selected topics
• Free newsletter

 +33 1 53459940
 info@scentys.com
 www.scentys.com

relaxed the patient is, the easier it

phasizes Mr. Loustric, who joined

is to conduct an effective examina-

Scentys in 2016 with tremendous

tion. Scentys also produces a small

knowledge of the technology sec-

diffuser, the Prysm, for use in the

tor. He also has significant interna-

home. Products are sold direct

tional experience, an important fac-

to B2B customers and to end us-

tor given that Scentys is planning to

ers through Scentys’s own online

enter the export market very short-

shop, marketplaces such as Ama-

ly. “Our main target is to increase

zon, and electronics stores such

sales,” he concludes. “We plan to

as Darty.

achieve this partly through exports.
In addition, we will continue to in-

Customers today are very aware of

novate and create products for new

possible side effects of perfumed

market sectors. We are very crea-

products. “Unlike many on the

tive, and our ultimate goal remains

market, our products contain no

to provide sensory satisfaction

harmful chemicals and present

through connecting emotions with

absolutely no health risks,” em-

technology.”

❙

Customers of the Prysm diffuser can smell their favourite scent at the point of sale
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Interview with Wilco Schets, Managing Director of Imkerij de Traay B.V.

Sweet as honey
Ten beehives and the desire to do things differently
– that was the beginning of Imkerij de Traay B.V.
almost 40 years ago. This original idea is still alive
in a company that has developed and grown with
time. Today, Imkerij de Traay offers not only sustainable honey from its 150 hives, but also a wide portfolio
of special, imported honeys and natural sweeteners as well
as a range of cosmetics.
De Traay stands for passion and sustainable bee products

“I think a big factor in our success

“Innovation has always been very

million EUR. The mainstay of this

“I grew up in an area that has

is that we have always retained

important; it is virtually the lifeline

is still the honey, which makes

been shaped by agriculture and

our roots, always kept the focus on

of our company,” adds Mr. Schets.

for 90% of the turnover while

have seen the changes that have

honey,” says Wilco Schets, Man-

The Managing Directo also stress-

natural sweeteners and cosmetics

come about over the past 40 years,

aging Director of Imkerij de Traay

es the positive energy and work-

share the remaining 10% evenly.

the industrialized monocultures,”

B.V. “We are still beekeepers, so

place culture within the company.

“Concerning our honey we have

he explains. “I felt we should do

we know where to buy honey and

“Skilled people are difficult to get,”

a mixed customer base,” states

things differently and live our lives

how to recognize quality.” At the

Mr. Schets states. “Therefore, we

the Managing Director. Around

with a greater awareness. Working

same time, sticking to its roots has

are very supportive of our staff and

30% is produced for the industry,

in the organic sector is my way of

never stopped de Traay from being

try to create a conducive working

another 30% goes to retailers as

paying my contribution.”

at the forefront of innovation, add-

environment. We have a lot of good

private label products, while 35%

ing new honey varieties, such as

people here, and we are a great

is delivered to health stores. “The

eucalyptus, coriander or manuca

team.”

industry we deliver to is also

honey; and new products, such as

partly organic.” It was this or-

royal jelly, organic sweeteners or

Around 50 members of staff work

honey-based cosmetics; as well as

for de Traay today, raising an-

developing new packaging ideas.

nual revenues of around 30

ganic approach that led to
Mr. Schets joining the
company in 2001.

Busy bees – healthy hives and high quality
products require diligent care
EUROPEAN
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Imkerij de Traay B.V.

Quality is vital and is
closely monitored

Platinastraat 50
8211 AR Lelystad
The Netherlands

 +31 320 282928
 +31 320 282028
 info@detraay.com
 www.detraay.com

ganic honey, gourmet honeys such

its customers, taking part in many

as acacia, sunflower, lavender or

trade fairs. “We believe in talking

chestnut honey in small quantities.

directly to customers, in tasting

We prefer a sustainable pace.”

and sampling,” says Mr. Schets. It

For this reason, de Traay focuses

is only fitting for this down-to-earth

While this attitude may honour Mr.

diligence,” says Mr. Schets. “It has

on European honeys, “The mite

company to plan consolidation and

Schets as a person, it also benefits

been our experience that, if you

problem is slowly diminishing in

focus on processes and people in

the bees. “Bees are classed as an

take good care, the mites are not

the Netherlands and Germany,”

the near future. “We want to invest

endangered species,” the Manag-

a big problem. But large beekeep-

he adds.

in automation, IT infrastructure,

ing Director says. “As beekeep-

ing companies with thousands of

ers we know there are different

hives can’t do that. If a company

Germany, together with France, is

ficiency,” the Managing Director

reasons for this.” One of those

has 10,000 hives and notices a

also one of de Traay’s main export

states. “As for the market, organic

reasons, as he goes on to explain,

problem, they take into account

markets – about 20% of the com-

growth in quality honey remains

is the lack of wildflowers translat-

that they will lose hives.” This is

pany’s products are destined for

important, and buyer channels

ing into a shortage in nectar and

particularly the case in the USA,

abroad. Two sales agents for Ger-

focus on as close as possible to

thus in pollen. “Monocultural land-

where there are large firms and

many and Belgium represent the

home. We will invest even more in

scapes are a threat to bees,” Mr.

few beekeepers, leading to mite

company with potential customers.

direct contact with beekeepers and

Schets emphasizes.

infestation being a big problem.

While social media such as Face-

cooperations of beekeepers, as

a new warehouse and greater ef-

“We specialize in quality honey

book, the Internet in general and

traceability and transparency are

Another threat to the world’s bee

produced in small to medium

magazines are marketing chanels,

increasingly important.”

populations is the Varroa mite, an

quantities,” points out Mr. Schets.

but true to its personal approach,

invasive mite that originated in

“That is where we want to grow: or-

de Traay prefers direct contact with

China. The Varroa mite carries a
virus, deadly for the young bees

Shades of gold – de Traay offers a wide
range of speciality honeys, many of
them organic

if too many mites infest the hive,
causing the bees to leave and the
colonies to collapse. This amout of
disorder may lead to the death of
entire colonies. However, intensive
treatment and regular inspections
of the hives help to control the
problem. “Care is important. To
a large extent, this is a matter of

business
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Interview with Linda Suveges, Senior Salesperson at
Duna Electronics s.r.o.

The newest
products in half
the time
The company headquarters in Slovakia keeps business running effectively every day

Electronics, especially smart phones and tablets, help people work more efficiently and are a
source of news and entertainment. They serve as a connection to people we love and places
we want to go. Having a smartphone or other electronic device that works with your personality and your working and living styles is key to getting the most done in a shorter amount
of time so you can move on to the next task or activity. Duna Electronics s.r.o., headquartered in Slovakia, is there to provide individuals with the latest technology so they can both
work and play harder.
Duna Electronics is one of the

Huawei, Sony, Lenovo, Alcatel, LG

can count on. Many firms promise

products from well established

leading European wholesalers

and Blackberry. The firm’s prod-

goods they do not and never will

brands, but also products from

of brand new, original, sim free,

ucts are sold worldwide to a variety

have, which is something Duna

up-and-coming brands,” adds

never locked, European specific

of businesses and organizations

has never done. “We pride our-

Ms. Suveges. “There is a surge of

mobile phones, tablets, accesso-

including distributors, wholesal-

selves on being honest and trust-

new and exciting electronics from

ries and wearables. The company

ers, retailers, institutions, public

worthy, because it’s the right way

several Chinese companies that

specializes in selling trusted and

procurements, service providers,

to conduct business,” explains Ms.

we are considering adding into our

well-known brands such as, Sam-

projects, mobile operators, rental

Suveges. If products need to be

portfolio.” The firm remains in-

sung, Apple, Microsoft, Nokia,

and end user companies. “Even

serviced, customers can take them

terested in innovation as well. For

though our company is less than

to local service centers. If there is

example, machines are now being

ten years old, we’ve already built

no local center, then the goods can

sold that use nanotechnology to

up an impressive customer base

be shipped back to headquarters,

make phones waterproof. Duna

by providing quality products at a

and are forwarded onto the manu-

Electronics has recently entered

good price,” says Linda Suveges,

facturers. The firm does not just

this market and has already seen

Senior Salesperson.

sell to then forget about its cus-

a spike in interest from clients that

tomers, it makes sure clients have

wish to purchase these water tight

Duna Electronics further appeals

products that work and are happy

devices. In order to stay on trend,

to its customer base due to its cen-

with their purchases. Being a full

the business employs someone to

tralized location. The company can

service provider remains a priority

conduct market research, which

provide next day worldwide deliver-

for the business.

makes sure it has the latest prod-

ies for small and large purchases

Keep your devices and investment
safe with the water tight Nanopod360
method
EUROPEAN
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ucts right when clients want them,

alike. Additionally, there are so

The company not only places

rather than forcing them to wait

many fraudulent firms within the

a heavy focus on reliability, but

several months.

electronics wholesale sector that

also on staying current. “We are

Duna Electronics makes sure it

constantly updating our stock

Other than being extremely active

remains a company its clientele

to include not only the newest

in the smart and mobile phone
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Duna Electronics s.r.o.
Dunajské nábrežie 4726
945 01 Komárno
Slovakia
 +36 70 9300090
 info@dunaelectronics.com
 www.dunaelectronics.com

Arnold Zsolt, Owner of
Duna Electronics

The innovative 3-step waterproofing technique offered by Duna
Electronics

industry, the company has been

their wait time,” states Ms. Su-

diving more into the realm of

veges.

wearables and accessories. “It’s
Other than opening up a

customers phones,” explains Ms.

webshop, the firm wants to

Suveges. “They want more gadgets

offer even more selection

and add-ons that work with their

from market giants like

various devices.” Popular products

Apple and Samsung. It

that are increasing in demand are

also plans to be the pre-

tablets, smart watches and work-

miere European outlet

out gear such as fitness trackers.

for Asian brands on the

To keep up with this increase in

rise. “These brands

sales, Duna Electronics is working

are the future and we

on opening up a fully functional

want to get in on the

webshop that allows products to

ground floor,” adds

be sold directly to end users. “This

Ms. Suveges. “We’ll

way people don’t have to wait to

continue to be in-

get our manufacturers’ products

novative, flexible and

from a third party, they can come

reliable in our service

straight to us, which decreases

and products.”
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no longer enough to only offer our

Interview with Gilles Benhamou, President and Chief Executive Officer of
Asteelflash Group

Excellence is in their genes

As a leading EMS (Electronic Manufacturing Services) company, Asteelflash Group headquartered in Paris offers a whole variety of electronic assembly and integration services in sets and sub-sets with
different levels of complexity, from high mix/low volume to medium
mix/low volume projects. Additionally, the French enterprise provides
design and industrialization services, fulfilment services and supply
chain management. With 4,700 employees and 18 manufacturing locations worldwide, Asteelflash is able to offer EMS excellence to leading industries to accompany their international growth with scalable
and reliable capabilities.
When President and Chief Ex-

is the true evolution or even revolu-

in Germany, France, the United

based on close partnerships and a

ecutive Officer Gilles Benhamou

tion, if you like, and this is where we

States and the United Kingdom.

system of industrial excellence to

founded a company for electronic

come in as genuine partners.”

But we also offer best-cost solu-

create customer value. “We serve

tions in Mexico, Tunisia, the Czech

start-up companies as well as

manufacturing in 1999, he hardly
anticipated its phenomenal rise.

The global Tier II EMS leader serves

Republic and China,” explains Mr.

large, well-established enterprises

His know-how and experience

the automotive, energy, data pro-

Benhamou. “Our factories guaran-

wishing to outsource their manu-

have contributed to Asteelflash’s

cessing, defence, aerospace, medi-

tee rapid production in accordance

facturing processes,” confirms

growth into a group with a total

cal and industrial market segments.

with the latest quality regulations.”

Mr. Benhamou. “We receive initial

turnover of 750 million EUR and

Each of the group’s 18 production

Customer satisfaction has been the

specifications from our clients, and

manufacturing operations in all

sites on four continents combines

group’s guiding aim all along and

our job is to provide industrialization

parts of the world. “Take cars, re-

innovative production technologies

remains the overriding principle,

recommendations and to develop

frigerators or mobile phones, they

and the highest levels of quality

as Asteelflash serves high-tech

the high-performance produc-

all contain electronic components

assurance. Asteelflash is not only

companies around the world. As

tion process and tools to ensure

and the volume of electronics will

able to meet customers’ needs on

a leading and innovative elec-

optimum production results. What

keep on increasing in response to

a global scale, however, but also

tronic services provider, Asteelflash

customers can depend on in each

the requirements of the connected

offers flexibility and local proximity.

Group’s strategy is orientated to-

case is excellence, as excellence is

world,” says Mr. Benhamou. “This

“We operate manufacturing sites

wards positive customer experience

in our genes.”

Each of Asteelflash’s 18 production sites on four continents combines innovative production technologies and the highest levels
of quality assurance

Asteelflash Group

6, rue Van Gogh
93369 Neuilly Plaisance
France
 +33 1 49445300
 +33 1 43812331
 info@asteelflash.com
 www.asteelflash.com
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